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Cultivated rice (Oryza sativa) was domesticated 
from the wild species Oryza rufipogon roughly 
10,000–14,000 years ago. The two main 
subspecies of rice – indica (prevalent in tropical 
regions) and japonica (prevalent in the 
subtropical and temperate regions of East Asia)
– are not believed to have been derived from 
independent domestication events. Another 
cultivated species, Oryza glaberrima, was 
domesticated much later in West Africa.



Recent genetic evidence show that all forms of 
Asian rice, both indica and japonica, come from 
a single domestication event that occurred 
8,200–13,500 years ago in the Pearl River valley 
region of China.

In China, extensive archeological evidence 
points to the middle Yangtze and upper Huai 
rivers as the two earliest places of O. sativa 
cultivation in the country. Rice and farming 
implements dating back at least 8,000 years 
have been found. Cultivation spread down these 
rivers over the following 2,000 years.



Asian civilization was built on rice — on Oryza sativa, to be exact. The crop, 
which today is the primary food source for half of the world's population, 
transformed nomadic hunter-gatherers into stay-at-home farmers, spawned 
the first urban centres and built empires and dynasties. “Probably more so 
than any crop, it drove societies and economies to become densely populated, 
potentially more urbanized, and it also transformed landscapes,” says Dorian 
Fuller, an archaeobotanist at University College London.



Japonica and indica share identical non-shatter 
mutations in sh4, suggesting that the two 
varieties had a shared history. Later studies 
suggested that the mutation arose in an 
ancestor of japonica rice first then found its 
way to indica. Since then, other teams have 
identified domestication genes that follow the 
same pattern: they appeared first in japonica 
before showing up in indica. One example is a 
mutation in a gene called Rc that lightened the 
seed coating, or pericarp.



Rice breeding can be broadly 
defined as alterations caused in 
rice plants as a result of their use 
by humans, ranging from 
unintentional changes resulting 
from the advent of agriculture to 
the application of molecular 
tools for precision breeding.



The vast diversity of rice breeding methods 
can be simplified into three categories:

▪plant breeding based on observed variation by selection
of plants based on natural variants appearing in nature
or within traditional varieties (landrace varieties)
▪plant breeding based on controlled mating by selection of 

plants presenting recombination of desirable genes from 
different parents
▪plant breeding based on monitored recombination by 

selection of specific genes or marker profiles, using 
molecular tools for tracking genetic variation.



The most primitive form of rice breeding was 
the selection of naturally occurring variants in 
the wild and, later, in cultivated fields. Genetic 
variation was continuously submitted to the 
selection pressure of food gathering or 
planting–harvesting cycles. This early phase of 
rice breeding spans the period from the origin 
of rice cultivation until the first hybridization 
(crossing) breeding became common place in 
the 20th century.



A landrace rice variety is a local 
variety of rice which has developed 
through adaptation to the natural and 
cultural environment in which it lives. 
It differs from a cultivar which has 
been selectively bred to conform to a 
particular standard of characteristics.



The continuous application of 
traditional breeding methods in rice can 
lead to the narrowing of the gene pool 
from which new rice cultivars are 
drawn, rendering rice crops vulnerable 
to biotic and abiotic stresses and 
hampering future progress.





The basis of rice breeding is the selection of 
better types among variants, in terms of grain 
yield and quality; ease of cultivation, harvest, 
and processing; tolerance to environmental 
stresses; and resistance against pests. Each of 
these aspects of agronomic or food value can be 
dissected in many specific traits, each 
presenting its own range of variation.
Manipulating a single trait, disregarding all 
others, is relatively straightforward; however, 
this is unlikely to result in a useful variety.



During my career as a rice breeder 
(1982-2017) rice breeding involved 
making artificial hybridizations 
(crosses) then growing the 
subsequent populations out for 
several generation of segregation 
and purification.



During each generation inferior
lines were eliminated primarily
through visual evaluation.
Normally by the F4 – F5
generation, superior lines are
pure enough to bulk and
entered into preliminary yield 
and quality evaluation.
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Marker-Assisted Selection (MAS)
is a method of selecting desirable
individuals in a breeding scheme
based on DNA molecular marker
patterns instead of, or in addition
to visual and/or other laboratory
evaluation techniques. A tool that
can help plant breeders select more 
efficiently for desirable crop traits.



In MAS, breeders use what are called molecular or 
genetic markers. The markers are a string or 
sequence of nucleic acid which makes up a segment 
of DNA. The markers are located near the DNA 
sequence of the desired gene and are transmitted 
by the standard laws of inheritance from one 
generation to the next. Since the markers and the 
genes are close together on the same chromosome, 
they tend to stay together as each generation of 
plants is produced. This is called genetic linkage.
This linkage helps scientists to predict whether a 
plant will have a desired gene. If researchers can 
find the marker for the gene, it means the desired 
gene itself is present.
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Genetics of Trait
(Number of Loci Underlying Trait)

Simple/Qualitative Complex/Quantitative

None

High

No Progress

Breeding Selection Efficiency
Most Efficient:

•High Probability of 
Success

•Short Term Product 
Delivery Achievable

•Lower Resources Required

Least Efficient:
•Lower Probability of 
Success

•Long Term (continuous) 
Target

•Significant Resources 
Required
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Common Breeding Approaches that 
Utilize Molecular Markers

Marker Assisted Selection

Specific gene/loci target
Requires significant upstream research

Cost per entry relatively low
Very effective for qualitative traits

One to few loci of very large effect

Two Applications:
Marker Assisted Selection (Forward Breeding) 
Marker Assisted Backcrossing

Whole Genome Prediction (Genomic 
Selection)

No Specific gene target
No upfront data generation 
Conducted with breeding program 
data

Cost per entry relatively high 

Effective for quantitative traits
Many loci each with small effects



Program Overview and Directions
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• Release decisions based on multi-loc 
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Program Overview and Directions
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Mutation breeding is the process 
of exposing seeds
to chemicals (Ethyl 
methanesulfonate – EMS) or
radiation in order
to generate mutants with 
desirable traits to be bred with 
other cultivars. Plants created 
using mutagenesis are sometimes 
called mutagenic plants or 
mutagenic seeds.



The mutation process generates
random genetic variations,
resulting in mutant plants with
new traits. Varieties as a result
of mutation breeding can come
from direct mutants or progeny
of conventional breeding using 
mutated lines.





Clearfield RiceRed Rice



CRISPR, or clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic
repeats, effectively cuts
genomes and slices DNA to
create new genetic
combinations. CRISPR
technology allows researchers
to alter DNA sequences and  
modify gene function.



The genomes of rice plants encode a
series of messages and instructions
within their DNA sequences. Genome
editing involves changing those
sequences, thereby changing the
messages. This can be done by
inserting a cut or break in the DNA
and tricking a rice cell's natural DNA
repair mechanisms into introducing
the changes one wants. CRISPR 
provides a means to do so.



CRISPR Technology is 
not without controversy.



Thank you!

Questions?
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